Focus on Hygiene and Minimization of Stock

Testimonial

With more and more focus on hygiene, staff safety and food safety in the slaughterhouse industry, higher demands are also made to the belts being used in the slaughterhouses.

Four years ago in cooperation with Ammeraal Beltech Modular A/S (uni-chains), we chose to go through our production processes in order to ensure an optimum choice of belts and at the same time reduce stock.

For Tican A/S, it has been very interesting to extend our trade with Ammeraal Beltech Modular A/S to a more in-depth cooperation giving the result that today we have decided on specific belt types and a small number of standard widths for big belt projects.

Among other things, we have chosen to use uni ECB on cutting lines in several departments (e.g. loin line and streaky line departments) in the slaughterhouse. We have been involved in the testing of uni ECB and thus we have had influence on the possibilities with uni ECB.

One of the big advantages about uni ECB are the unique hinges that hardly ever breaks. This means fewer long operational stops where pins have to be changed and new links added. Another advantage is that uni ECB can use the same sprockets as uni MPB. Thus we can quickly change from one belt to another. We still use a lot of MPB for box transport and increase conveyors and even so we only need to have one type of sprockets in stock.
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